Oklahoma and the Democratic Whip

By CARL ALBERT

The most important event in my Congressional career occurred January 4, 1955, when Majority Leader John McCormack invited me to become Democratic Whip of the United States House of Representatives.

I was in my office that morning going through the usual routine of answering mail and seeing visitors. Although the first session of the 84th Congress would not officially open for another 24 hours, the volume of mail and the number of visitors already were increasing. There was every indication that this would be a busy year for me.

Little did I know at that moment how busy it was really going to be. I had given no thought whatsoever to any new and additional duties before my secretary stuck her head inside my office to say that John McCormack wanted to see me right away in his office.

I remember wondering at the time what the Democratic Leader might want. But since I had no idea at all, there was no point in speculating. I simply headed for his office as any other Congressman would do when summoned by Mr. McCormack.

The details of what happened then are a little blurred in my memory now because it all seemed to happen so fast. I do know Mr. McCormack went straight to the point: he advised me that he and the Speaker had been conferring on the matter of selection of a Democratic Whip, that several members from all sections of the country had been considered, and they had decided to ask me to take the job.

It would be the understatement of the year to say that I was surprised. For just about the first time in my life, I was practically speechless. It sounds a little silly now, but my first impulse was to ask, "Who, me?"

After recovering from the initial shock, I asked about the details of the job, how much time it would take, and what additional staff would be provided. These questions apparently were answered to my satisfaction; at any rate, I soon found myself saying I would be honored to take on the additional responsibility.

Later that day, Mr. Rayburn and Mr. McCormack announced to Democratic House members assembled in a party caucus that Carl Albert of Oklahoma would be the Democratic Whip in the 84th Congress. That settled the matter.

Now I have been in the job for some five months. It has been arduous and at times very trying, but never dull. For the first time in my eight and one-half years in Congress I have had an opportunity to sit in on meetings where Democratic policy is discussed at the highest level. I have attended briefing sessions at the White House and State Department; I have been called upon to assume responsibilities of leadership that I had never even thought about a few months ago.

Having said that, let me quickly add that being Whip does not mean I have suddenly become somebody special. I still have my regular Congressional duties to perform, such as answering mail, seeing visitors, making speeches, attending committee meetings, and studying legislation. My primary obligation still is to my constituents in the Third Congressional District of Oklahoma.

The term "Whip" has an interesting history. It was first used in the British Parliament around 1770 and had its origin in the hunting term "whipper-in." The whipper-in was the huntsman assigned the job of keeping the hounds from roaming. When members of Parliament began using the term to apply to the person designated to round up votes, the name was shortened to "Whip."

Soon after the American Congress was organized, a corresponding need was found for one member of each party to act as an agent of the leadership to secure the attendance of members on the floor when an important issue was being debated. It was logical that the office of the Whip soon became a fixture in the American governmental system just as it had become in the British.

Actually, there are four men designated as Whips in Congress—Democratic and Republican Whips in the Senate and Democratic and Republican Whips in the House.

In the House, the leadership chain of command begins with the Speaker. He, of course, is the presiding officer. Then there is the Majority Leader, who is the Speaker's right hand man. The Whip often is referred to as the Assistant Leader.

It is the Whip's job to be present on the House floor most of the time the House is in session. He helps the Majority Leader keep tab on legislation, and he keeps the members advised of the legislation schedule. He attempts to make sure the members of his party are on the floor when a significant vote is imminent. On occasion the Whip joins the Speaker and the Majority Leader in seeking to round up votes on an important issue.

On three of the most important bills before the present Congress our majority was less than ten votes, and the bills were passed only after terrific battles both on and off the floor. Our working majority in the House is extremely small, and I have had to cut my eye teeth on my new duties at a time when...
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the job of the leadership is unusually difficult.

I recall very vividly the many hours of work we put in recently on legislation proposing to restore a 90 per cent price support program for basic agricultural commodities. I was particularly interested in getting the House to approve that bill—I am a member of the Agriculture Committee, in addition to my other duties—and I spent a good many hours sounding out members on it. Our hard work paid dividends because the House approved the bill by a margin of five votes, the final vote being 206 to 201.

We of course knew in advance that the vote on the agriculture bill was going to be very close. Another of the functions of the Whip is to poll the members of his party on important legislation and to arrive at a fairly accurate estimate of the final outcome.

We are quite proud of the record we have made in our polls. We were able to determine in advance that we should be able to carry the agriculture bill by a very narrow margin. Our forecast on a tax bill vote earlier in the session was equally accurate; we found that it too would be approved by a close vote. We try to be as accurate as possible in our polls because it would be embarrassing to get a bill to the floor that is important from a party standpoint, and then to have it defeated.

Although my job of Whip has meant longer hours and harder work for me, there has been a compensating side, too. I have derived a great deal of personal satisfaction out of the results we have been able to obtain in the House in this session of Congress. It has been an illuminating experience.

Another feature that has made the job particularly attractive is the opportunity to work closely with Speaker Rayburn, the man known in Washington as "Mr. Democrat." I have long admired Mr. Rayburn for his skill as a legislator, for his eloquence as a speaker, and for his unusual ability to take charge in a particularly difficult situation and swing the House toward his viewpoint.

My new position has enabled me to observe Mr. Rayburn at close range. This in itself has been worth the additional burden entailed in being Whip.

I also have worked closely with the Majority Leader, John McCormack of Massachusetts, a veteran of many legislative battles and an "old pro" when it comes to almost any aspect of Congressional proceedings. This association has been very pleasant and, from my standpoint, quite fruitful because I have learned a lot from him too.
possibility, and in view, further, of the present inadequacies of United States-Canadian air defense, the need to develop our capabilities to operate effectively in the Arctic is imperative. Time is of the essence—and to again quote Colonel Fletcher, "It may be later than we think." It is certain that only the fullest and most dedicated effort on the part of both military and scientific-technological personnel will successfully offset the problem posed by Soviet Russia's tremendous trans-Polar striking capabilities.
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subordinate personal interest for the good of the whole.

You must insure that our young men are not living in a vacuum aloof and oblivious to the great moral issues confronting us. Do not let them be too busy with their academic studies or too preoccupied with the ease of our current way of life to exercise their ability to think and to reason and to be aware of the inescapable fact that the actual survival of their country and their own freedom is at stake today. Make our youth constantly aware of the great efforts in behalf of freedom which have been undertaken by this country solely in the interest of freedom and which have been based primarily on our belief in the rights and the dignity of the individual human being.

We must endow our youth with an inextinguishable faith in God and an unquenchable love of freedom under God. As long as they harbor a burning determination to preserve their heritage of freedom, then no weapons—material or spiritual—can conquer them. We would like these young men to come to us with pride in service. We would like them to have been imbued with a sense of privilege, not of obligation. We would like them to come with the spirit of those hundreds of thousands of gallant men who, in each of our crises, saw the shape of things as they were, and stood up to them in defense of their faith.

The road ahead of America is very simple and very clear. It is whether our country will survive as a free nation or disappear.

We have the best weapons in the world, and the Army and other elements of the Armed Forces will do everything within their power to insure that this Nation does survive. The choice, however, does not lie entirely within the grasp of the Armed Forces. The Armed Forces are no stronger than the conviction and the understanding of those who create them, support them, and depend upon them for protection.

The real decision will not be made on the field of battle. The decision will be made in our homes, our churches, and our schools where the weapons of the spirit are made. The weapons of faith and honor must be forged from the very outset at home and, if necessary, in the woodshed; they must be tempered and edged in the school and in the church. Without marked improvement in these fundamental weapons, our men will continue to succumb to Communist pressures, whenever and wherever they are exposed to them. A morally strong America will never be defeated.

If you will give us men, we will make them soldiers.

---
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In a purely personal way, there is no question but that my new duties have made this the most satisfying year I have yet spent in Congress. As the conclusion of the current session draws near, I already find myself looking forward to the opening of a new session next year, and to the new experiences that I know lie ahead.

---